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About This Game

NEW HALLOWEEN UPDATE: We have released a free update containing a special Halloween version of our experience
with all new music. For more details, please see our Recent Update on the release!

Welcome to the Impossible Travel Agency

Travel to a distant world pulsing with life in this beautiful VR experience set to music. As the sun sets and the twin moons rise,
luminescent flowers shine while sleek birds glowing with mystical patterns weave ever-changing shapes across the sky. And

then, minute by minute, you realize that something miraculous is unfolding before you. All of it builds to a glorious and
mysterious climax -- and you can only witness all of this thanks to the Impossible Travel Agency, a transporting VR experience

for anyone who loves music, beauty, and dreams.

This is a narrative experience in VR lasting six minutes. Once you've taken the trip, you can customize it by using your own
music and setting the duration to match your favorite album or playlist. The environment will react to your music and the story

will adjust to your new duration for a transporting experience with the songs you love.

ITA supports the Oculus Rift and HTC Vive headsets. It also supports the use of tracked motion controllers for both VR
platforms but controller usage is optional. You may sit, stand, walk around, or just lie on the floor and look up at the stars.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Genre: Casual
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Release Date: 2 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Oculus Rift or HTC Vive required

English
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the impossible travel agency vr. the impossible travel agency steam. the impossible travel agency

If you've watched the trailer, you've seen everything there is to see in this game.
A whaleaodactyl manta ray thing flying around, birds, flowers, water, some lights, japanese paper lanterns floating around,
another whaeodactyl breaks out of a rock and shoots into space.
Save your $5.00 or just give to to a radom person on the street, either way it's a better use of $5.00 than watching
whaleaodactyls.. Absolutely beautiful. Not very long but certainly mesmerizing.. As already said this is a 6 minute experiance in
one scene with classical music in the background.

When the scene turns to night it really gets beautiful.. just wow :) reminded me a little bit of avatar with the flying rocks and the
glowing plants at night.

I just love it and wish to see more :). As already said this is a 6 minute experiance in one scene with classical music in the
background.

When the scene turns to night it really gets beautiful.. just wow :) reminded me a little bit of avatar with the flying rocks and the
glowing plants at night.

I just love it and wish to see more :). shut up and just buy it
. This is a beautiful fantasy\/sci-fi VR experience with visuals that are subtly synced to a symphonic score. I've heard several
people compare the setting to Avatar's Pandora, but the world here has its own palette and its own mysteries. I hear there is
some interactivity if you have motion tracking controllers, but I am a Rift user, and currently only have Xbox controllers, so I
can't speak to that aspect of the product. It has been enough for me to just be able to look around (you'll probably want to be
standing for this one) and let things play out.

The default mode of this program is to play an almost 6-minute-long scene to the included score, but you can adjust it to disable
the built-in music and sync some of the visual effects to whatever music is playing on your computer's default audio device. (I
tried this with some Alan Walker YouTube videos playing in a browser window on the desktop and this worked out really well.)

If you're the first person in your family or circle of friends to have a Rift or Vive, this is a quick and easy way to demonstrate
the power and promise of VR. It's not a game (nor is it marketed as such), and it's not a typical narrative story. Rather, it is a
brief but wonderfully executed interlude on an alien landscape, and I really hope to see more experiences like this in the future.
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cool experience, relaxing and cool music, just i hope more interaction for the future. Nice atmospheric VR experience but not
worth buying for mearly the 10 minutes this runs for.. I enjoyed the experience, very relaxing, beautiful environment. However,
I was hoping for something more. It builds up, but nothing very interesting happens. I would say the price is a bit steep as well,
this experience is worth 3 dollars at most. As a fellow developer, I recommend lowering the price on this a bit.. I was under the
impression there were several locations to explore but indeed there was only one. You can't really interact with it and everything
around you just happens. After 6-7 minutes the experience is over.
They added a Halloween-themed version of the same environment and it's way more interesting. Again, you can't interact with
the environment and everything happens the same way everytime BUT there is alot more stuff happening here and it was
somewhat enjoyable.
Sadly the pricetag of 5€ attached to a 13-14 minute experience (of which i liked less than 50% off) is a lot to swallow.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=TUBVDyPQCpc. This was EXACTLY what I was looking for! This was a gorgeous
experience, masterfully executed. A musical and visual feast!
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